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30th TIGER TOPS WORLD ELEPHANT POLO CHAMPIONSHIPS
TIGER TOPS JUNGLE LODGE, MEGHAULY, NEPAL, 28/11 - 02/12/11

EFG Switzerland bank

second world title

The 30th anniversary of polo’s, literally, most heavyweight tournament proved to be a
vintage year for elephant polo with hard fought matches leading to a nail-biting final that
pitted brothers Sangjay and Rinchen Choegyal against each other. Early morning mists
gave way to perfect conditions each day as eight teams fought it out on the jungle fringe in
Meghauly, Nepal, to be named World Champions and Olympic Gold Medallists.
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Nigel Lea scores for EFG on the way to the
Swiss Bank’s second world title.

T

he annual pilgrimage to Tiger Tops Jungle
Lodge, spiritual and literal home to elephant
polo, is made each year by an eclectic posse
of what is arguably polo’s most elite group.
2012 saw eight teams make the journey to the jungle with
many familiar faces numbering in new line-ups as new teams
joined the pachyderm fold and established ones welcomed
new players.
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SUPSECTS UNUSUAL AND OTHERWISE
Defending title holders EFG Switzerland were once again
led by the sports co-founder James Manclark with banker
Robert Mehm and Sangjay Choegyal joined for 2011 by bighitter Nigel Lea who had been in the saddle for the UAE Sepoys
in last year’s final.
For Tiger Tops Tuskers, a founding team and many-time
tournament winners, Jim Edwards’ second son Tim Edwards fresh from scoring his first hat-trick at the King’s Cup in Thailand
- led elephant polo’s one time wonder kid Rinchen Choegyal,
who having completed his Masters at Oxford was resuming his
elephant polo career, Bjorn Aune and Jack Baucher onto the
field. It was to prove a powerful quartet.
National Parks, the Nepali national squad, rode out behind
captain Ram Pritt Yadav as potentially invincible as they had
been on many occasions with striker Sri Mangal rumoured to
be in fine form.
New at WEPA but legendary in every way, the WEPA Legends
saw Peter ‘powerhouse’ Prentice captain one of the sport’s
most impressive line-ups; Col. Raj ‘the Silver Fox’ Kalaan, Jim
Edwards’ eldest son Kristjan Edwards and Navin Chaudhary,
who had been a member of the 2008 winning team and with
just one world title to his name was the least experienced in a
vintage squad, the rest of whom boasted multiple world titles.
Also new in line-up but not in name were the Tiger Tops
Tigresses. Captained by Stine Edwards and representing
Denmark, this foursome saw four of elephant polo’s most
experienced lady players united for the first time. Supporting
Stine were Sam Prentice, considered by most in the sport to
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A Pukka tournament for the Chukkas

be the best lady player in the world, Kathmandu-based Carolyn
Syangbo who boasts multiple WEPA appearances and our very
own Lucy Monro who was playing in her eighth tournament. It
was a combination that was to prove the merits of girl power...
Returning for a fourth year was the self-named, but such is
their charm that few would argue, ‘world’s favourite elephant
polo team’, the Pukka Chukkas, led once again by captain
Jason Wheeler supported for 2011 by stalwarts, wife Melanie,
Simon Race, Alex Hamilton and Micheal Eaton with newcomer
Tom Fontaine stepping in for the much missed Andy Tan who,
for reasons not entirely explained, had uncharacteristically
chosen to put the business of work before his elephant
polo career.
New for 2011 a Mongolian team rode proudly onto the
elephant polo scene captained by the visionary who is the
driving force behind reviving polo in Mongolia, Christopher
Giercke. Led by his wife Enkhe in the saddle as acting
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captain on the field, were two of Christopher’s Mongolian
protégés, Dovchin Tseveldorj and Chuluunbaatar Urtnasan
(Chuukaa) who were in Kathmandu on their way to playing in
the All Asia Cup (on horses) in Thailand in January. Providing
valuable support was another Sepoy veteran from 2010, Tom
Tuke-Hastings.
Last, but by no means least, the Rusty Kukris lined up behind
captain Johnny Fenn. An ex-Ghurka contingent with previous
WEPA experience, Chris Fenn and Tristan Forster provided
support with, notably, dancer Marko Nicols Marcy flying in from
the Big Apple to possibly lighten the soldiers’ steps.

ABOVE: Sam Prentice successfully holds off the might of Nepal’s National Parks.
ABOVE RIGHT: The Tigresses on the way to victory over National Parks; Stine
Edwards reaches at the throw-in; Sangjay Choegyal wins possession in the final.

Any newcomer to WEPA is bound to feel at home with the
Pukka Chukkas who make up for their lack of success on
the field with bags of charm and determination to raise
money for their chosen charities.
Team member Mel Wheeler scooped the Oscar for the best
performance off the pitch for her
true grit in supporting her team in
far from easy circumstances.
She and captain Jason were
on holiday in Nepal six years
ago when they first heard about
elephant polo and decided to try
to go along as spectators.
The now late Jim Edwards told
them that the only way to join
the fun was to put in a team,
so, they did just that, with
Jason sending them the new
born Pukka Chukkas’ team
fee soon afterwards “I remember sending the money and
then emailing people to get them to take part, saying ‘I’ve
just sent a lot of money to someone I don’t know to play
elephant polo, come and take part’”, he said.
“Some people wrote back saying, ‘brilliant, that sounds
great’ but when I told them how much it would cost, I never

hard from them again’. “However, there were some people
who said yes, came up with the fee, and the rest is history.”
The Pukkas’ participation has gone from strength to strength
with a bicycle polo tournament at their initiative and plans to
enter a women’s team next year.
They were also named this year’s
best dressed team meaning Jason
had the dubious honour of wearing
a hand stitched sequinned jacket
donated by Chingiss Khaan’s Tom
Tuke-Hastings on the return journey
to Kathmandu.
The bicycle polo was this year won
by the Meghauly Champions who
may have had the slight advantage
of practising for two months’ prior to
the matches on their donated bikes,
sponsored by Pukka members
Tom Fontaine and Zina Cordery’s
company Sobu Energy. With US$10,000 raised this year
and £50,000 raised in total, asked for their view on elephant
polo in general, it’s fairly simple. “Once we had started, we
wished we had done it 20 years ago”, says Jason.
Photo: © Lucy Monro.

Also among the talk of the week were the Mongolian
Chinggis Khaan contingent who broke the hearts of UK
team Pukka Chukkas.

www.pukkachukkas.com
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New for WEPA 2011 was the Equestrio Best Playing
Elephant - awarded to the best playing elephant and
mahout throughout the tournament. As Kristjan Edwards,
and his father Jim before him, so frequently reminds
everyone involved in elephant polo, “it’s all about the
elephants”. It was therefore with great pride that Equestrio
awarded the inaugural Best Playing Elephant award in
2011 to the National Parks-owned centre-playing tusker
Narayani Gaj driven by mahout Lal Babu Chaudhary.

TROUBLE AND STRIFE
Favourites they may have been and champions they may
have flown home, but EFG’s journey to a second consecutive
victory was not unmarked by defeat. And they were not alone...
When the Swiss contingent, captained by WEPA co-founder
and Honorary Life President James Manclark, lined up for the
first time against home team Tiger Tops they were held to a
7:4 defeat.
It was significant that in that match, on day three of
the tournament, the scorers were brothers Sangjay and
Rinchen Choegyal.
On that occasion, it was younger brother Rinchen who
increased the lead provided by the team’s five goal handicap
by scoring two goals. Meanwhile, Sangjay, who later proved
himself to be the tournament’s second highest scorer,
was clearly saving himself for the later stages as he scored
EFG’s only goal taking the Swiss contingent’s total to four
after handicaps.
As suspected the Tigresses proved to be formidable
contenders. The tournament’s most glamorous quarter, whose
pivot Sam Prentice was awarded the Most Valuable Player
(MVP) award, were victorious in all but one of their matches,
winning twice against the much-feared and many time
Champions National Parks and defeating the tournament’s
most experienced squad, the WEPA Legends in their opener.
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Best Playing Elephant

RIGHT: Olympic Quaich finalists the Pukka Chukkas and Chinggis
Khaan Mongolia line up; Keith Gapp with his winning EFG
Switzerland squad.
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SIBLING RIVALRY
And so, to the big one. Wives had defeated husbands in
the league matches and the final produced the ultimate case of
sibling rivalry as brothers Sangjay and Rinchen lined up under
the watchful eye of their aunt, Emma Horne, for a tense show
down against Tiger Tops Tuskers.
Whereas, on the first time they met in the tournament
it had been younger brother Rinchen who had
dominated, on the big day it was the older Choegyal
who pulled out the stops and brought his scoring prowess
to the fore.
An early goal by EFG’s heavyweight hitter Nigel Lea showed
the way the match was likely to go but it was Sangjay’s
undoubted skill which allowed him to put five goals past the
post clinching victory for a jubilant Manclark, who roundhoused his stick and yelled in triumph as he, Choegyal senior,

Stine Edwards and Sam
Prentice demonstrated an
impressive partnership with
Stine putting in one goal and
Sam delivering a hat-trick.

SPECIAL THANKS
To Michael Clark and Simon Race, without whose help
behind the lens while we were riding elephants many of
these images would not have been recorded. Thank you.

Tigresses roar
Tiger sightings may have been thin on the ground this year
but the Tiger Tops Tigresses more than made up for it with a
demonstration that the girls can more than hold their own on
the elephant polo field.
Captain Stine Edwards said of the women’s performance:
“I am so chuffed, so happy and everything in between.”
Stine, who has played for eight years, said there was no
real secret to the girls’ success and she was certain that a
women’s team can win WEPA.
“We have Sam playing on the fastest elephant in the middle,
then I was behind her trying to back her up and Lucy,
fantastic in attack, and Carolyn did a great job in defence
even though she’s never defended before in her life.
She added: “We only lost to the winning team, it was just
tough luck that we didn’t meet them in the final. It would
have been nice to meet them then and we tried to do that by
winning our league, but it was tough luck really.”
Of Sam Prentice, named the EFG-sponsored Most Valuable
Player (MVP), new committee member, EFG’s Keith Gapp
who presented the award, said: “Notwithstanding all of
the fabulous performances, I actually found the choice a
relatively straightforward one.
“This is the player who showed straight commitment and
passion, this is a player who generated great speed from
elephants, this is the player who demonstrated the ability
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Indeed it was only defending title holders EFG who
succeeded in holding off what seemed set to be an unstoppable
march to the final by the Tigresses when they became the only
team not to fall victim to them in the semi-final.
Denied their chance of ultimate victory the Tigresses
rallied rapidly from their only defeat to clinch the World
Championship Bronze Medal when they defeated National Parks,
the Nepali national squad for a second time, with an impressive
9:6 scoreline.
Stine Edwards and Sam Prentice demonstrated an
impressive partnership with Stine putting in one goal and Sam
delivering a hat-trick.

to take the ball from one end to the other.” Samantha, who
fought back tears when presented with her prize, agreed with
captain Stine Edwards that women players are coming to the
fore of the sport.
“I think we have finally got a team of girls who are here to
play together”, she said. “Rather than have a random team of
girls to fill the places, I’ve played with Stine, Carolyn and Lucy
before but during this year we have gathered momentum and
played as a team and it makes such a difference when you
know what’s expected of you.
“Everyone was so responsive and supportive, we just clicked.”

QUAICH DRAMAS
Also among the talk of the week was the Mongolian
Chinggis Khaan contingent who broke the hearts of UK team
Pukka Chukkas to take home the WEPA Olympic Quaich.
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Elephant Polo is an officially recognised Olympic sport
thanks to the efforts of Nepal Founding Chapter member
Subarna Chattri so the Olympic Quaich is a perennially much
sought-after title.
The Pukkas, who coordinate their efforts to raise money for
Multiple Sclerosis charities as well as for the local community of
Meghauly, were over the moon when they reached the Olympic
Quaich final having contested three previous tournaments
without success.
But despite an early lead, the Pukkas bowed to the
formidable skill of the Mongolians.
At half-time, the Pukka Chukkas rode off the pitch with a 4:0
lead thanks to a three-goal handicap and a goal from Canadian
Michael Eaton.
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Lea and Swiss banker Robert Mehm rode off the pitch World
Champions once again.
It was certainly a memorable year for EFG as their teammate
and field-side manager Keith Gapp was named as WEPA’s
newest committee member.
The EFG victory was also an early present for Manclark who
celebrated his 72nd birthday the day after the final.
At the prize giving he led a chorus of ‘thank you, good
elephant’ in Nepali.
He joked about his famously competitive streak, saying:
“Jim [Edwards] always said that elephant polo should not be
about winning, but it should be fun. I like both.”

Elephants never forget is a truism that is impossible to prove
because we may never know what goes on in the huge
brains of these creatures so beloved of the pachyderm polo
enthusiast. But it’s certainly true that you should never say
that elephant polo is not a serious sport to the players that
converge on Tiger Tops for the annual World Championships.
I thought that ele polo was an excuse to meet old friends for a
party or two and raise some money for charity before I was a
substitute player for one of the eight teams that boarded the
25-minute nerve jangling Tara Air flight from Kathmandu to
Meghauly on 27th November.
You have to be fairly committed to something to agree to board
the minibus-sized plane that putters and sways its way over the
mountains to Nepal’s Chitwan National Park, the physical and
spiritual home of elephant polo in its current form.
I didn’t make it on to the field as a player apart from in a visitors’
match because my captain quite rightly decided that our early
matches, against the WEPA Legends, the feared National Parks
and the newly arrived but potentially fierce Rusty Kukris, meant
we needed our strongest possible line-up.
During the five-minute visitors’ match, all I could do was cling
to the back of the elephant and mutter ineffectually in English
to my mahout who took one look at me, rolled his eyes and
took up a position near goal knowing full well my fellow
amateurs would not get the ball anywhere near me.
When the sport is really in action, you feel the rising tension
between each match and chukka and realise that losing is
not something you simply shrug off saying “it’s only a game”.
In fact, rumours abounded during the week that a certain
player was prepared to charter a flight and leave early in
protest should their team not play well.
The reputation of elephants is of lumbering beasts fit for
ripping up trees by their roots and carrying the odd Maharaja
through thronging crowds en route to and from his wedding.
The reality, as World Elephant Polo Association (WEPA)
founders AV Jim Edwards and James Manclark must have
surmised before they embarked on their venture, is that
these huge animals are able to turn on a sixpence and move
remarkably swiftly and intelligently around a field with the
guidance of their highly trained mahouts (handlers) who seem
to possess a near psychic ability to communicate with their
weighty charges.

Regular or ‘horse polo’, as ele enthusiasts call it, may require
considerable investment in the form of a string of ponies
meaning that relatively few have the resources to take part.
The commitment required to put on an elephant polo
tournament is greater still so those who have played the sport
and can envisage what it involves are few and far between.
Living as I did for a week as part of the ‘elephant polo family’
meeting enthusiast after enthusiast whose faces lit up when
they explained how they came to be involved, convinced me
of its worth.
It’s not just the polo, a surprisingly engaging and fast paced
game, but the chance to see the lush foliage and ever present
wildlife of Chitwan emerging from the mist each day, witness
the morning bath times of elephants and hobnob with a
diverse range of players who have travelled thousands of
miles to be there.
After the prize giving and five days of recording goal after
goal put in by players deftly swinging their carefully selected
comically long sticks, I followed the advice of Equestrio chief
Lucy Monro and scrambled on to an elephant for the ride home.
As I sat there, feeling a childlike sulk creep over me as if I was
at the end of my fifth birthday party and the toys had been
put away, I wondered to myself how the mahout, and more
importantly, the elephant, would react if I let out a howling sob
of misery that the tournament was over.
But, as I swayed along, listening to the mahouts click, tap and
mutter to their elephants, I saw the players’ faces wreathed
in serene smiles and appreciation of the magical hour before
the sun sets over the Rapti River and jungle when the golden
light of the early evening is at its richest. As I joined the gentle
rhythm of the elephant commute, I concluded, as I really
already knew, that one way or another, I will be back.

Stine Edwards swings for the Tiger Tops Tigresses.
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A first timer goes to the cradle of elephant polo By Imogen Lillywhite
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Jungle style
Renowned as the most convivial of jungle occasions and
unique even in the eclectic social whirl that is polo society,
WEPA week sees some of the ‘game of kings’’ most
determined revellers celebrate at Tiger Tops Jungle Lodge.
Photo: © Lucy Monro.

www.elephantpolo.com
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: Emily Lea with Rusty Kukri Chris Darby; Sangjay Choegyal
and Alex Hamilton; Alex Hamilton with fellow Pukka Simon Race; Umpire Prabal
Thapa with Jack Baucher; Patricia Manclark with Dovchin Tseveldorj; Brothers in
arms, Rinchen and Sangjay Choegyal; Keith Gapp with Miss Nepal 2010 and 2011.
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Mongolians demonstrate strengths both on and off the field
Acting captain Enkhe Sanjaadorji agreed that her team
played pretty well considering her two biggest hitters had
never played elephant polo before.
The duo in question, Dovchin Tseveldorj and Chuluunbaatar
Urtnasan are nomadic herdsmen in their homeland when
they are not playing polo.
As for elephant polo, their trip to Meghauly was the first time
they had ever seen an elephant, save for seeing one at an
Australian zoo during a training expedition.
They spoke through Enkhe because of their limited English,
who said: “They are happy to have discovered elephant polo
and I think they played pretty well.”
An understatement, you might think, when you realise that
Dovchin was the tournament’s biggest scorer with 19 goals
during the team’s five matches.
The team brought something else new to the tournament
with moving displays of Mongolian singing round the golgar
campfire in the evening leaving barely a dry eye in the house.
Many players questioned how the team coped with the
sometimes blisteringly hot conditions of Nepal.
“They say it is easier to go from cold to hot than the other
way round”, said Enkhe. “They say the preparation is the
same for horse polo in that you must take care to warm up
the muscles beforehand.”
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However, Dovchin Tseveldorj’s incredible strength proved
too much for the Pukkas. Tom Tuke-Hastings scored once,
and then Dovchin pitched in a further four goals including the
decider which took the final score to: 5:4 with just 15 seconds
to play. In the play-off for Olympic Bronze it was clear that the
Rusty Kukris were beginning to find some form, but the WEPA
Legends, who had struggled to find just that in the early rounds
when veteran player Col Raj ‘the Silver Fox’ Kalaan was put out
by injury, were too much for them.
Tristan pitched a goal past the WEPA defence first despite
suffering a hamstring injury during an impromptu touch rugby
match on the Tiger Tops lawn. Then teammate Chris Darby
scored his first goal of the tournament.
However, it was then that the Legends’ need to make their
mark kicked in with three goals each for Kristjan Edwards
and WEPA Chairman Peter Prentice and two more for Navin
Chaudhary making the score 8:7.
Polo’s ‘biggest’ week fittingly drew to a close with elephants
trumpeting as the sun set once again on the jungle that plays
host to the world’s most exclusively extraordinary sport.
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Polo’s ‘biggest’ week fittingly drew to a close with elephants
trumpeting as the sun set once again on the jungle.

